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Seymour S. Pizer, Esq.
Pizer & Michaelson Inc.
Attorneys at Law
2122 North Broadway
Suite i00               "
Santa Ana, CA 92706

Dear Mr. Pizer:

This is in reply to your letter d~ted.March 27, 1985, tO
Mr. Robert Fenner concerning Ca~~:~.:-:--..-~=~ :&~,-~a~,~ ........
Specifically, you seek our opinion as to the applicability of
Section 1513(b) of the California Code of Civil Procedure to
Federal credit unions (FCU’s) located in California. You are
particularly concerned about that provision which states that:

"No financial organization [defined to include
FCU’s] may discontinue any interest or
dividends on any funds paid toward purchase of
shares or other interest,, or on any deposit,
because of the inactivity contemplated by this
section."

We have, on several occasions, expressed our opinion that
pursuant to Section 701.35 of the NCUA Rules and Regulations
(12 C.F.R. §$701.35) 9nd section 117 of the FCU Act (12 U.S.C.
~1763), an FCU’s board of directors is authorized to establish a
dividend payment policy as it may see fit, consistent with the
terms and conditions of any contractual or other agreement that
the FCU might have with its members. To the extent that state
law attempts to regulate such activity, it is NCUA’s position
that such laws are not applicable to FCU’s.

NCUA’s recent amendment to Section 701.35 (copy enclosed)
and NCUA’s Interpretive Ruling and Policy Statement 82-4,
Examination for Compliance with State Unclaimed Property Laws, 47
Fed. Reg. 53325 (November 26, 1982) (copy enclosed) express the
Agency’s position on state escheat laws.



NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, O.C.    20456

Please keep us advised as to the progress on this matter and

let us know if we can be of further assistance.

Sincerely,

STEVEN R. BISKER
Assistant General Couns.el

Enclosures

cc: RD, Region VI (San Francisco)
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IP~PS 82-4

NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION

7.9 1982

.12 CFR CH. VII

EXAMINATION FOR COMPLIANCE W~I’H STATE UNCLAIMED PROPEKTY LAWS;

hNTERPRETIVE RULING AND POLICY STATEMENT                   ,

O AG~CY: National Credit Union Administration (NCUA)

AIYrION: Final Interpretive Ruling and Policy Statement (IRPS) 82-4

SUMMARY: This intrepretive Ruling and Policy Statement designates certain state
authorities to conduct inspections of Federal credit union records to determine
compliance with state unclaimed property laws when there is reasonable cause to believe
that a Federal cr_edit union has not complied with such laws. It also sets forth the

NCUA’s position on enforcement jurisdiction and fees for inspections.

DATE: November 26, 1882.

ADDR]~: National Credit Union Administration, 1776 G Street, N.W., Washington,

D.C. 20456.

FOR FU~THE~ INFORMATION CONTACT: James J. Engel, Assistant General Counsel,
Department of Legal Services, at the above addreSs. Telephone (202) 357-1030.

1982, meeting, the NCUA Board
SUppLE~F.~i, ARy !NFOR~ATION: At its J~e 16,
~sued for pubic comment a proposed Interpretive Ru~ and Policy Statement (IRPS)

regaling s~ate examination o~ Feder~ cr~it ~ion (FCU} records for p~poses of
determining compli~ce wi[h state unclaimed proper~y laws. (4? F.R. 26842, J~e 22,
1982.) The p~posed ~PS designat~ th~ state ~e~ies authoriz~ under state law to
conduc~ ~ciaim~d property i~pections as representatives of the NCUA Board for
p~poses o~ delermini~ comp~ance wi~ tho~ laws. In a~iti~, the NCUA Bo~ set
for~ i~s position that enforcement of those laws remai~ exclusively with~ the
j~i~iction of the Bo~, a~ that FCU’s we~ not s~ject to the imposition of fe~ by

th~ ~.~t~ ~e~ the i~oection.



Twenty-four comments were submitted: 19 from FCUs, 4 from trade associations,

and I from a state department of revenue. (One state agency submitted a copy of its
unclaimed property reporting form but did not comment on the proposed IRPS.) Of the
24 comments, 20 opposed the proposal and 4 were generally supportive.

Analysis of Comments

1. Designation of state agencies

The overall objection to the IRP$ was that no state should have the authority to
examine an F~U’s records. While some commenters objected to state examinations
strictly as a matter of principle, most fell the IRPS would have a precedential effect
that we ,u!d lead to examination~ by numerous other state agencies. Once one state
agency was allowed access to FCU records, states would be encouraged to claim
authority to conduct other types of compliance examinations and any argument as to
NCUA’s exclusive examination power would be weakened.

In addition to a claim that the door would be open for other examinations, several
commenters expressed concern that the state would engage in fishirt~ expeditions and
would impose additional operational burdens on FCU’s, e.g., FCU staff time, because
state examiners may not be familiar with a credit union’s operations. Other commenters
considered the action contrary to the dual chartering concept and/or a relegation by the
NCUA Board of its responsibility and authority. Two commenters recognized the
authority of the Board to designate any person to examine FCU records but disagreed
with this action for several of the above stated reasons. They were also of the view that
a designation should only be made when there is a strong showing of need.

The NCUA Board is not convinced that the designation of a state agency in this
instance will establish an undesirable precedent. In fact, it is believed that by exercising
its designation authority under the Federal Credit Union Act, the NCUA Board has
strengthened i~s position vis-a-vis previous policy. In the past, NCUA did not object to
state inspections; a position that could be viewed in a judicial forum as a recognition of
state examination authority in areas in addition to unclaimed property. Now, however,
the Board has specif:~cally exercised one of its statutory powers to designate a particular
party to conduct an examination for a particular purpose in a matter in which that party
has a particular interest. The disposition of unclaimed property has been recognized as a
legitimate interest of the states. The NCUA Board is also of the opinion that inherent in
its designation authority is the authority to withdraw that designation should, for

-example, a particular state agency abuse its authority in the examination process.

The NCUA Board has no reason to believe that state agencies will act in any
manner that woud cause undue hardship for FCUs. The Board is confident that state
inspections will not be used as fishing expeditions. Although additional FCU staff time
will be involved, the Board is not convinced that it will be unreasonable or burdensome.
State personnel have long been involved in inspecting the records of other types of
institutions and "unfamiliarity" with FCU’s is not considered a persuasive argument to
p~cclude slate inspections.



2. Basis f~ inspection

Two commenters were concerned that the proposal may be viewed as a preemptio.,n
by IqCUA of state law prerequisites for an inspecticm of records. Their objection was
that since most state unclaimed property laws require there be a reasonable cause to
believe that an institution has not complied with the unclaimed property law before an
examination can be made, states may view NCUA’s designation as preempting that state
law requirement.

Th~ point is well taken and the Board had no intent to preempt such a state law
requiremenf. The Board is of the opinion that such a requirement is appropriate and
should relieve the concerns of’~j~er commenters as to unreasonable burden. The NCUA
Board, therefore, has included "reasonable cause to believe" language in the IRPS.
Additionally, the Board looked to the recent statutory amendment permitting state
examination of natidnal bank records for unclaimed property law compliance.
Substantially Identical language has been-used in the IRPS including the statements that
the review of records be at reasonable times and upon reasonable notice to a Federal
credit union.                        ,               ¯    .~ ¯

One of the commenters also suggested that a probable cause standard be used as a
basis for a state inspection, rather than "reason to believe", because state unclaimed
property l~ws prescribe criminal penalties. It is the Board’s understanding that criminal
penalties are imposed for willful refusal to deliver abandoned property to the state,
rather than for failure to report or deliver. The Board is not convinced that a "higher"
standard should apply to FCU’s than to other types of institutions.

3. Enforcement

A large majority of commenters agreed that enforcement of state unclaimed
property laws is properly a function of NCUA. The NCUA Board believes that its
position on enforcement authority is primarily supported by S206 of the Federal Credit
Union Act and by the existence of a dual system of credit unions. In addition, there is no
indication that Congress, when amending the Federal law applicable to national banks,
considered extending state examination authority to include enforcement authority even-
though such an issue would normally be associated with examining for compliance.

The final IRPS, therefore, retains the NCUA Board’s statement on enforcement
authority. If violations of state law occur and the matter cannot be resolved informally
between the parties, the state should report such violations to NCUA for appropriate
action. The imposition of fines and penalties under state law would fall within NCUA’s
enforcement jur’cusdiction.

4. Fees

The proposed I!~PS provided that FCU’s were not subject to the imposition of fees

for a s~ate i~spection. A few commenters did not address this issue or did not
s~cif~,ca!ly agree or object to it. Most commenters agreed with the position. The
~CUA Board, however, has reconsidered the issue and believes that a fee may be
appropriate in certain situations.



State law normally provides that a fee to cover the cost of an inspection or
examination will be imposed only where, after an inspection has been made, it is
determined that the party inspected has not complied with the state law. The Board
believes that where a state has reasonable cause to believe that an FCU has not complie~
with state law, it conducts an inspection, and finds violations, a fee is appropriate. The
Board has amended the proposed IRPS to include such a provision. The Board is not,
however, providing fee imposition authority to a state agency. The fee must be
authorized under state law.

T~e NCUA’s position has !ong been that FCU’s are required to comply with state
unclaim~l property laws and the majority of commenters agreed with that position. To
take the position that a state could not charge a fee for examination, when violations
exist and when permilited by state law, would be somewhat inconsistent with NCUA’s
compliance requirement. Being subject to a fee for failure to comply with the law

provides a compliance incentive.

5. Retroaetivity and Service Charge.

Two commenters su~Igested that it an IRPS is issued, the Board should address two
other issues; retroactivity and service charges for account inactivity.       ,

With regard to retroactivity, the commenters were concerned because some state
laws may permit the unclaimed property administrator to reach back 20 years for
unclaimed funds or there may not be any limitation on how f~r back the state may
claim. This would raise potential safety and soundness issues particularly if an FCU had
absorbed such accounts into income.

The Board is not convinced that retroactivity presents a true problem for FCU’~.
First, the Board is confident that state authorities will act reasonably in claiming
abandoned accounts. Second, FCU’s have been required to comply with such laws in the
past, have been examined b.y state authorities and have not, to the Board’s knowledge,
been adversely affected. Finally, ~ the enforcement authority, the Board will be in a
position to addre~ any true safety and soundness issue.

f    As to service charges that result in absorbing accounts or portions thereof into

income, this is a matter of contract between the FCU and the member. To the extent
that such charges are either authorized or not prohibited by the Federal Credit Union
Act, NCUA Rules and Regulations or Board policy, and are provided for in the contract
with the member, it is the Board’s position that state law prohibiting such charges would
be preempted.

6. Miscellaneous Comments.

Several other comments were submitted on the proposed°IRPS. One commenter
suggested that a comprehensive unclaimed property regulation be issued by NCUA
preempting state law. Others suggested that NCUA revise its examination procedure to
cover unclaimed property compliance. Another questioned whether any state imposcd
fee would be deducted from NCUA’s operating fee. Additionally, one commenter
suggested that unclaimed funds be turned over to NCUA and applied to the Share
Insurance Fund.



The Board believes that the s .ubjeet of unclaimed property is of particular interest

to the states, not NCUA, and therefore compliance examinations are more appropriately

a matter for state authorities.                                                    ’
The Board does not believe it should attempt to issue a comprehensive regulation

on a matter of particular state concern. Due to the fact that a fee would only be
charged for a violation of state law, a reduction in NCUA’s operating fee would not be
warranted. Because unclaimed funds remain the property of the member, even after
delivery to the state, Under the Uniform Act, the Board does not believe absorbtion of "
accounts by the insurance Fund is a feasible alternative.

Finally, one cdmmenter requested relief from the expenses of advertising the
existence of unclaimed accounts, particularly those accounts of nominal value. For the
most part, state law permits a holder of unclaimed property .to turn it over to the state
prior to the mihimum period requirement for abandonment and relieves the holder of any
further liability. It is suggested that FCU’s exercise that option, if they find such     ,
accounts are increasing their expenses.

The NCUA Board, therefore, adopts the following statement as a Final Interpretive

Ruling and Policy Statement.

Final Interpretive l~uiing and Policy Statement (IRPS) 82-4

It has been the position of the National Credit Union Administration that Federal
credit unions are required to comply with state unclaimed property laws. Recognizing
that states have an interest in assuring compliance with these laws, it is the NCUA
Board’s position that limited access to Federal credit union records by appropriate state
authorities for this purpose Js both reasonable and proper.

Section 106 of the Federal Credit Union Act (12 U.S.C. 1756) provides that the
books and records of each Federal credit union are subject to examination by, and
accessible to, any person designated by the National Credit Union Administration Board
(NCUA Board). Pursuant to this authority, those state agencies, authorized under state
law to conduct inspections pursuant to the Uniform Disposition of Unclaimed Property
Act or similar abandoned property law, are designated by the NCUA Board to conduct
inspections of Federal credit union records for the sole purpose of determining
compliance with state unclaimed property laws.

The state authorities so designated may, at reasgnable times and upon reasonable
notice to a Federal credit union, review a Federal credit union’s records solely to ensure
compliance with applicable state unclaimed property laws upon a reasonable cause to
beiieve that the Federal credit union has failed to comply, with such laws.



The NCUA Board does, however, maintain its position that it has exclusive
enforcement jurisdiction over Federal credit unions. Therefore, any violations of
unclaimed property laws should be reported to the appropriate NCUA regional office~

A reasonable fee may be assessed to cover the cost of the inspection only if a
Federal credit union has been found to be in violation of the law and such fee is
authorized under state law.

By the National Credit Union Administration Board November 18, 1982.

November 1.8, 1982’

Secretary
National Credit Union Administration Board



NATIONAL CI%ZDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION

January 30, 1985"

PART 701

National Credit Union Administration

ACTION: Final zu!e

~U~9.~tA~y: The NCUA Board adopts an amendment to the regulations
concerning disclosures, fees, and time for crediting of deposited
funds relating to share, share draft, and share certificate
accounts. Recognizing the dual chartering system for credit
unions, the Board, by way of this final rule, is formally stating
its position on its jurisdiction to regulate Federal credit
unions ("FCU’s"). The rule interprets and implements the
provisions in Section i07(6) of the Federal Credit Union Act
("Act") (!2 U.S.C. S1757(6)) authorizing FCU’s to receive
payments on shares, share certificates, and share drafts,
"subject to-such terms, rates, and conditions as may De
established by the board of directors [of an FCU], within the
limitations prescribed by the Board."

EFFECTIVE DATE: February I, 1985.

ADDRESS: National Credit Union Administration, 1776 G Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20456

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Robert Fenner, Director,
Department of Legal Services, or Steven BisKer, Assistant General
Counsel, at the above address. Telephone (202) 357-1030.

SUPPLF~ENTA~Y INFOrmaTION:

Background

On November 27, 1984, (49 Fed. Reg. 46552) the NCUA Boar~
published a proposal to add two new paragraphs, (c) and (d), to
Section 701.35 of the NCUA Rules an~ Regulations. The Board
requested public comment on the proposed rule.



The Board is equally concerned with the fair treatment of

FCU members- ~owever, for the reasons stated above, the Boarddoes not agree that regulations are necessary. Moreover, a
review of NCUA’s consumer complaint handling process indicates

limited number of complaints concerning share account
only a very funds availability and other share account
disclosures,
policies. In sum, share account deregulation is working well in
FCU’S. To allow the states to reregulate would infringe on
NCUA’S jurisdiction in this area and would be inconsistent with
the dual chartering system.

Fees

A number o£ commenters stated that they do not charge fees
to their members. However, they agreed that the matter of
determining what fees, if any, to charge members should be a .
matter to be decided by an FCU’s board rather than dictated by
regulation.

One commenter, a state regulatory agency, was particularly
concerned about the impact of this regulation on the state’s
right to escheat abandoned accounts. The commenter was concerned
with the possibility that service charges assessed against
inactive (dormant) accounts might absorb accounts or portions
thereof. The Board previously addressed-this issue in its
interpretive Ruling and Policy Statement 82-4, Examination For
Compliance with State UnclaimedPropertY Laws. 47 Fed. Reg.
53325 (November 26, 1982). The Board stated that: "To the.exten~ that such charges are either authorized or not prohibited
by the Federal Credit Union Act, NCUA Rules an~ Regulations or
Board policy~ and are provided for in the contract with the
member, it ~s the. Board’s position that state law prohibiting
such charges would be preempted."

The Board is confident that FCU’s will continue to serve
their members well, and does not believe that the issue of fees
is one that requires regulatory control at this time.

Broader Rule

A few co~enters expressed their support for the rule but
stated that it does not go far enough. One commenter suggested
that the Board incorporate into the rule a restatement of the
statutory authority granted FCU’S in Section 107(6) of the Act to
receive payments on shares, share certificate~ and share drafts
subject to such terms, rates, and conditions as established by an
FCU’s board of directors. Inasmuch as the rule does not replace
o~ alter the authority in the Act, the B4ard does not believe it
is necessary to restate the authority provided by the Act.

Another co~enter stated that the laws of its state impose
sales taxes on charges pertaining to FCU member accounts an~



~ 12 U.S.C. ~§1757(6), 176£(a), and 1789(a)(ll).

By the National credit Union Administration Board on the
24th day of january, 1985.

Part 701-.[AMENDED]
Accordingiy, the NCUA rules and regulations are amended as

fol!Ows:

paragraphs,

Section 701.35 is amended by.addlng two new ’

(c) and (d), to read as follows:

(c) A Federal credit union is empowered to determine the

types of disclosures, fees or charges, time for crediting of

deposited funds, and all other matters, not inconsistent with

this Section, affecting the opening, maintaining or closing of a

share, share draft 6r share certificate account. To the extent

that state law attempts to regulate such activity, it is not

applicable. Nothing herein is intended, however, to allow a

Federal credit union to amend or modify its contract with a

member unilaterally unless it has previously reserved the right

to do so.

(d) For purposes of this Section, "state law" means the

constitution, statutes, regulations, and Judicial decisions of

any state, the District of Columbia, the several territories and

possessions o~ the United States, and the Commonwealth of Puerto

Rico. 5


